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ABSTRAK

Abstract: The aim of study is investigating the relationship between Support Reading Strategy and reading comprehension. Consequently, the research method to deploy was simple linear regression. Meanwhile, because the population target of the study was all public senior high school students in the municipal area of Malang, East Java, Indonesia, the sample consisted of 301 students from three different schools. Inferring from parametric statistical analysis involving data obtained by conducting Survey of Reading Strategy (SORS) and reading test, the finding indicates that Support Reading Strategy fails to be in good favor toward students’ reading comprehension.


As a means of communication, language covers four skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Thus, reading is basically a communication which occurs between the writer and the readers through written discourse. The readers who are considered successful in reading are those who are able to negotiate meaning or reconstruct the message covertly written within the text (Sulistyo, 2011). On the other side, (Gebhard, 1996; Sulistyö, 2011) believes that finding the meaning in print and script, under a context of social, by involving both or one of bottom-up and top-down processing methods, and utilizing reading strategies and skills are included in the definition of reading. Besides an important aspect and a significant component of education, reading is also one of the nation’s paradigms in people empowering of Indonesia (Zoghi, Mustapha, & Maasum, 2010). Moreover, (Grabe, 1991; Zare & Mobarakhe, 2011) claims that reading is an indispensable skill to master and apparently the most crucial skill for L2 learners in an academic context.

Aside from reading skills, reading comprehension is crucial in reading skills. Being proficient in reading is an important utility to obtain information about technology and scientific development, in various sectors of science (Jafari & Shokrpour, 2012; Permatasari, 2015). However, the process of comprehending English texts is more complex regarding its importance in the education context. (Alfassi, 2004) indicates that reading is defined as a complex cognitive activity which is crucial in obtaining information in modern society. The complexity is depicted by the factors which are influential to the process of understanding in reading. These factors are dominant aspects which have a more significant influence on understanding process. Summarizing (Sanford, 2015) dissertation, both factors which affect reading comprehension and her main concern to investigate in her research cover working memory, vocabulary, prior knowledge, word recognition, reading strategies, and motivation. In line with her, (Gilakjani & Sabouri, 2016) compile factors influencing reading comprehension from (Koda, 2007; Nergis, 2013). Those factors are vocabulary knowledge, prior knowledge, metacognitive information, reading strategies, syntactic consciousness, and metacognitive recognition. Referring to the various and differing priorities and perspectives of experts in elaborating affecting factors of reading comprehension, (Sulistyo, 2011) outlines that the factors influencing understanding in reading are including several aspects such as linguistics factors, world background knowledge, textual competence, micro reading skills, and reading strategies. In this article, the focus and only aspect suggested by (Sulistyo, 2011) to elaborate further in the following paragraphs is reading strategy.
Last but not least, the factor which impacts understanding in reading is reading strategies. Although it is mentioned last, all five factors share equal importance in influencing the reading understanding. Technically, reading strategies can be defined as readers’ conscious procedures which are carried out intentionally and purposely (Urquhart & Weir, 2014; Williams & Moran, 1989). Reading strategies are also strategies employed by skilled readers to comprehend a text and optimizing information and meaning extraction of the text (Gilliam, Magliano, Millis, Levinstein, & Boonthum, 2007). In line with that, (Permatasari, 2015) defines reading strategy as the process of comprehension utilized by the readers to make sense the text they are reading. She adds that reading strategy can be discovered by conducting a test namely SORS (Survey of Reading Strategy) which was developed by (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002) and MARSI (Metacognitive Awareness of Reading Strategies Inventory). Both instruments are designed to fit academic reading materials only and less applicable if the intended text to be fit with is non-academic texts or leisure reading materials. What differs SORS and MARSI is that, according to (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002), the SORS construction is inspired by the review made upon the previously made instrument, MARS. Although both instruments are designed to find out the reading strategy used by students, MARSI is specifically designed for native English speaker students. So, (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002) constructed another instrument which is more widely applicable to non-native English speaker students all over the world.

According to (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002), reading comprehension can be illustrated by how skillful the readers are in utilizing reading strategies to help them comprehend texts. In other words, the more strategic the reader is, the better she/he comprehend information within the text (Pressley & Afflerbach, 2012). (Gredler, 2002) mention this kind of reader as not only a skilled reader but also a good comprehender. The skilled reader has better ability to collaborate reading strategies in order to comprehend text better than the unskilled readers. Thus, the skilled reader looks like know what she/he is reading, and has set of tentative strategies to deal with potential problems impeding her/him from comprehension she/he is striving for by reading the text (Pressley & Afflerbach, 2012). In conclusion, works made by (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002), which formulate MARS and SORS respectively, agree that reading comprehension is also strongly related to the reading strategy involved by the readers. Even, in some cases, an accurate reading strategy possesses a dominant role in determining reading comprehension.

In both MARSI and SORS, the reading strategies to be measured are slightly different from the common reading strategies widely known because through the instruments, their developers put numbers of technical reading strategies into three classifications. This is how reading strategies in Mokhtari’s and Sheorey’s term slightly differs from as well as relates to the common knowledge of reading strategy. Further explanation of both the difference and the relation of both reading strategies perspectives is provided in the paragraph right after the ones below which are elaborating examples of common reading strategies involved by students and the descriptions of each reading strategy classification used in SORS.

As commonly known, there are a lot of reading strategies which are applicable to achieve the purposes mentioned in the initial part of this section. On one hand (Brown & Lee, 2015) propose that there are ten separated examples of reading strategies which are applicable in a classroom context. The examples are from reading’s purpose identification to capitalizing on discourse markers to proceed relationships. On the other hand, (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002) classify several reading strategies into three major broad classifications of reading strategy. The classification is the initial target of the current researcher to discover by conducting this current research before measuring the contribution of which toward reading comprehension. Hence, the focus of the study to measure is only three broad classifications of reading strategies namely global, problem solving, and support.

According to (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002), the global reading strategy is a broad classification which covers intentional and carefully planned technique. By this technique, the students are enabled to monitor or manage their reading. For instance, the practical explanation of broad reading strategies is around having a purpose in mind, analyzing the text’s length and organization, and exploiting the involved typographical aids, tables, and figures. The second classification is problem solving strategy which includes the employed set of strategies by readers when they are directly working with the text. This classification is more like strategies of technical adjustment the readers make as they encounter problems in reading. Taking the speed of reading for instance, when readers understand the beginning part of the text, they tend to read it quite fast, while they found the next part is slightly (or just) more difficult, the readers tend to adjust the reading speed slower to increase the reading affectivity. The other examples include guessing the meaning of unknown words and re-reading part of the text which is more difficult to understand so readers can comprehend more. The third strategies classification is the support strategies where readers take a supportive mechanism to increase the comprehension of reading. This strategy includes utilities beyond the text or reading materials. Readers’ decision to consult a dictionary for unknown words, take note, and underline or highlight important textual parts are the examples of this broad classification of reading strategies.

The last two paragraphs briefly contrast reading strategies in two aforementioned points of view where the common perspectives treat reading strategies as separated applicable and useful properties to help students making sense the ideas within texts they are reading and while the other puts them in classifications. The classification used in SORS is able to put those separated reading strategies into three groups. Taking example from learning strategies formulated by (Brown & Lee, 2015) such as: identifying the purpose in reading, using graphemic rule and patterns to aid in bottom-up decoding, skimming the text for main ideas, scanning the text for specific information, using semantic mapping or clustering, distinguishing between literal and
implied meanings, and capitalizing on discourse markers to proceed relationships can be grouped into global reading strategy since they are included in a series of intentional and planned techniques to enhance reading comprehension. The other three strategies by (Brown & Lee, 2015) like using efficient silent reading techniques for improving fluency, guessing when you are not certain, and analyzing vocabulary are included into problem solving reading strategy because they are in use only if they find relevant constraints in grasping ideas within the texts they are reading. A common problem in reading is difficult words, which according to (Brown & Lee, 2015), can be mitigated by two problem solving strategies: guessing the meaning and analyzing the vocabulary. Unfortunately, there is no reading strategy proposed by (Brown & Lee, 2015) which is included in the group of support reading strategy.

In this current research, the target research subject was students of upper secondary level in Malang. English teaching program for these students covers all language skills such as reading, writing, listening, and speaking in various percentage. According to the Ministry of Education and Culture Republic of Indonesia’s release of the syllabus (2016), reading skill has the most percentage among the rest of the language skills since the most time required to teach English is spent on teaching reading. Teaching reading skill in upper secondary level focus on the general competence such as identifying social function, text structure, and linguistic elements of a short text. The focus of the short text is functional text which includes descriptive, recount, narrative, analytical exposition, procedure, news item, and explanation texts. So, by the end of the high school year, students are expected to understand the function in a social context of each functional text type. Besides, they are also expected to recognize the structure of each functional text type which is the pre-requisite ability to reproduce each text type in teaching writing skill. Last, linguistic elements are another expected target of the students to master by the end of their high school years. In this current research, the students reading skill will be measured to determine their reading comprehension level in which the instrument to take into use is developed by considering general competence provided by the syllabus issued by the Education and Culture Ministry in order to fit the given teaching material in classroom since public schools teach the students by considering the manual or syllabus provided by the Ministry. So, the developed reading test to measure student’s reading comprehension is designed to be familiar for the students since both the teaching activity in the classroom and the developed reading test is inspired by the same source or the syllabus.

Due to the strategic relationship between reading strategies and reading comprehension, research on such topic has been conducted in many countries and various contexts. The following elaborates number of research conducted measuring the correlation between reading strategy and reading comprehension. Research on investigating reading comprehension which is related to reading strategy was conducted by (Abrami et al., 2008). The research turns out that the employed reading strategy varies based on the level of proficiency. They also discover a positive correlation between reading comprehension and the involved strategies that the better pattern of using the strategy which is utilized by students leads to better understanding of the text. Different from the study conducted by (Abrami et al., 2008), identical studies were administered with upper primary school students separately in Belgium and Greece. (Manoli, 2013) was a scientist responsible for the Greek research, while the research in Belgium was under the control of (Tiruneh, De Cock, & Elen, 2018). These two scientists conducted identical research with similar subjects, yet slightly distinct approach. Both of them demonstrate a positive correlation between reading strategy and reading comprehension with elementary students as the subject. Besides, 106 Iranian students (82 female and 24 male) were involved in another research in examining the correlation between reading strategies and reading comprehension. The result demonstrates a statistically significant positive relationship between overall reading strategy and reading comprehension (Nosratinia & Shakeri, 2013). The study was conducted to measure several reading strategies and the contribution to students’ reading comprehension. All three strategies (global, problem solving, and support) of the study are significantly and positively correlated to the reading comprehension in both simultaneous and individual manner.

**METHOD**

(Whitley & Kite, 2013) agree that correlational research design is taken into use to describe linear relationships between two or more occurring variables. Besides demonstrating the correlation between two or more variables, correlation design is employable to measure the contribution value of every correlating variable. Thus, the research design of simple linear regression was deployed in this current research. This study was designed to find out the utilized Support Reading Strategy by students as predictor variable toward reading comprehension (as the criterion variable) and measure its degree of relationship between the reading strategy and reading comprehension. In this current research, the target population intended to measure was the entire students of the public upper level of secondary schools (from the first to the third grade) in the municipal area of Malang, East Java which is around 8,000-9,000 students. This number was determined by considering the online archive of public high schools enrollment in Malang City in its website (siap-ppdb.com) for the last accessible three admission years (2014/15, 2015/16, and 2016/17). The current researcher believed that all public high schools in Malang City provided relatively equivalent education quality to each other compared to the private ones which were separated in wide range by accreditation level which was far from equal. In addition, in the last national examination, the average score achieved Malang City High Schools students was the highest in East Java Province as reported by mass media (Musya’idah & Efendy, E. Santoso, 2016; Widyawati, 2017). This indicated
that the education quality was rising in similar rate among the public senior high schools in the municipal area of Malang. Due to the great number of population, the researcher decided to take samples to represent the whole research population. Regarding the condition of the field, the current researcher’s further decision was deploying proportionate stratified random sampling to pick samples. The consideration of picking such a sampling method was based on the fact that there is stratification which differentiates schools into three groups (Margono, 2004). Besides, each school was relatively proportional in distribution in the sense of the number of students admitted (Sugiyono, 2007). Then, randomly picking the schools from each group as the sample was conducted in order to give equal chance for each school to be chosen as the school sample.

There are 10 public senior high schools which were separated by the researcher into three stratified groups which two of them consisted of three schools while the other has four schools based on the average score of admitted freshmen students. The stratification process began by putting all ten schools in ranks from the school with the highest average score of admitted freshmen students to the lowest one before cutting the top four as the top-flight schools’ group, the following three schools as the intermediate-flight schools’ group, and the last three as the pre-intermediate-flight schools’ group. The school grouping is illustrated in detail by table 1. Luckily, the grouping system helped the researcher to decide which schools to involve to represent each schools group. In other words, to find samples of brilliant students, the current researcher needed to randomly pick schools from the top-flight schools’ group, while the mediocre students were assumed to be effortlessly found in the less favorite school in each group, and so forth.

Table 1. Average Scores of Admitted Freshmen Students in Each High School in Malang City

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group of Schools</th>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Freshmen Students’ Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top-Flight Schools</td>
<td>SMA Negeri 3 Kota Malang</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA Negeri 1 Kota Malang</td>
<td>9.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA Negeri 4 Kota Malang</td>
<td>9.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA Negeri 5 Kota Malang</td>
<td>9.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate-Flight Schools</td>
<td>SMA Negeri 8 Kota Malang</td>
<td>9.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA Negeri 10 Kota Malang</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA Negeri 2 Kota Malang</td>
<td>8.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Intermediate-Flight Schools</td>
<td>SMA Negeri 9 Kota Malang</td>
<td>8.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA Negeri 7 Kota Malang</td>
<td>8.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMA Negeri 6 Kota Malang</td>
<td>8.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The current researcher conducted random sampling by creating three different pots which represent each group of schools. Then, he was required to fill the pots with the names of schools based on the rank as described in table 2. Hence, in the pot of top-flight schools, there were SMAN 3, SMAN 1, SMAN 4, and SMAN 5. The same rule applied to the rest of the pots. Then, the current researcher drew one name of school randomly from each pot to represent each group of schools. The results of the drawing were SMAN 5 from top-flight schools, SMAN 2 from intermediate-flight schools, and SMAN 6 from the pre-intermediate-flight schools.

After the schools to involve had been determined, the following stage to conduct was determining the class to engage in each school. Basically, the researcher only needed three random classes in each school to represent each grade (10th, 11th, and 12th). Unfortunately, the only accessible grade for all three schools were the 11th-grade classes only. Besides, the researcher was also unable to pick the class randomly to collect the data (because random sampling is only applicable on homogenous population), but the teachers in each school do the random picking due to the available schedule instead. However, the minimum number of the class in each school is still fulfilled for the need of the study as the list of samples which table 2 depicts.

After all of the data which were retrieved from three different school during April 2nd to 25th, 2018 and had been tabulated, the current researcher found out that from 301 subjects out of 312 are intact while the rest 11 subjects are damaged due to the failure of the respondents to fill the answer sheet out properly. In detail, there were students who did the reading test well but did not fill out the questionnaire at all. There also were students who did not complete at all or only fill one-third of one of the questionnaire’s entire items. Even, there were also students who only did the reading comprehension test but left the section on the provided answer sheets for the questionnaire blank. Consequently, those subjects were unable to put themselves involved in the study because the researcher needs both scores of the questionnaire and the reading test.
This current research involved two kinds of instrument to collect data from two different variables. Those instruments were specific in purpose to find out the reading strategy employed by the students and the reading comprehension score of all students or research subject. So, those instruments were SORS to discover students’ reading strategy and reading test to measure student’s reading comprehension. Table 3 summarizes the further detail of each instrument’s function.

### Table 3. Research Instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruments</th>
<th>Variable to Measure</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SORS</td>
<td>Students’ dominant reading strategy</td>
<td>Testing hypothesis of the current study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Test</td>
<td>Students’ reading comprehension</td>
<td>Testing hypothesis of the current study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FINDINGS**

In order to answer research problems by testing the statistical hypotheses, inferential statistics is crucial to conduct. In this current study, there were two processes of inferential statistics analysis namely statistical assumption fulfillment tests and the hypotheses testing. Since the current study employs simple linear regression research design, the statistical assumptions to be fulfilled comprised tests of normality, linearity, heteroscedasticity, and multicollinearity. In short, all four of statistical assumption tests which include normality, linearity, and heteroscedasticity have been conducted yet whose results are not attached. The normality test can be concluded as the data is normally distributed. Afterward, the linearity test also displays results that the criterion variable is linear to the predictor variable. Last, but not least, the heteroscedasticity test also shows that there is no indication of heteroscedasticity in the regression model between the predictor variable and criterion variable.

Since all of the statistical assumption tests are fulfilled, the current researcher is enabled to implement parametric statistical analysis for the further statistical process to test the hypotheses (Creswell, 2010; Kataike, Kulaba, & Gellynck, n.d.; Sugiyono, 2007). The deployed parametric statistical analysis in the study was simple linear regression analysis whose results is provided in table 4. From table 4, the researcher learned that the Significance column has value came to the level of .051 which is a bit more than the determined significance level of the study (.05). Based on this comparison, the relationship between the predictor variable and the criterion variable can be considered as slightly not significant. Meanwhile, by consulting the table of t values, the value of $t_{table}$ with 299 as the degree of freedom comes to the level of 1.65 which is less than the obtained the value of $t_{observe}$ (1.958). Regarding the fact that $t_{table}$ is less than $t_{observe}$, the comparison leads to conclusion that the criterion variable is correlated to the predictor variable. Furthermore, table 5 is the Model Summary table retrieved from the regression result. From table 5, the researcher discover the coefficient of determination value from the column of R Square which leads to the conclusion that only 1.3% of criterion variable is determined by the predictor variable, while the rest 98.7% is determined by other factors beyond the criterion variable of the study. This percentage is proven to be very low and almost insignificant. To conclude, two out of three parameters indicate that there is no/very low relationship between the predictor variable and criterion variable. In other word, there is no relationship between both variables of the study.
DISCUSSION

From the findings, the current researcher discovered that Support Reading Strategy which was proposed by (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002) does not have any significant relationship with reading comprehension. As previously mentioned, this reading strategy is actually a group of reading strategy which covers several technical reading strategies which are mostly about note-taking, making marks on the text, and translating during reading. Unfortunately, in this case, the strategy is not proven to be in good favor toward reading comprehension. This outcome is contradictory to most previous studies which attempted to discover the relationship among reading comprehension and aforementioned technical reading strategies. One of which is the research conducted by (Hagen, Braasch, & Bråten, 2014) whose finding is slightly controverting one of the findings of the current study. In this support RS is proven to be the failing group of reading strategies to be significantly contributive toward reading comprehension. These groups of reading strategy cover about having a purpose in mind before reading and taking note to help comprehension. In contrary, the research conducted by (Hagen et al., 2014) proves it conversely in which partially their study comes to findings that prior knowledge correlates strongly to reading comprehension across given experimental conditions in a positive manner and different purposes in mind before reading even with note-taking during reading leads to varying levels of textual comprehension (Hagen et al., 2014). Despite the different purposes of reading, having a purpose in reading correlates to better comprehension than no purpose before and/or during a reading activity at all.

Numbers of studies have also been conducted whose outcomes are in the spirit of the fact that note-taking during reading affects comprehension level. Taking (Kobayashi, 2009a) for example, he proves that readers who use external strategy (note-taking) during reading outperform those who are not in the context of comprehension. He also adds that readers with the purpose to negotiate covert meaning within the text they read before connecting it to another text achieve better comprehension compared to those who read with intention solely to make an opinion about the text (Kobayashi, 2009a: 319). Besides, in his other study, (Kobayashi, 2009b) proves that utilizing highlighting strategy, which covers making marks, underlines, brackets, circles, or even boxes on a portion of the given text (such as a word, a phrase, a sentence, or even a paragraph) in order to highlight particular information does good favor on comprehension level.

Unfortunately, the findings of the current study display the vice versa in which generally students who were involved in the study do not find taking note and/or highlighting important information during reading as the resourceful strategies to boost their reading comprehension. These contrastive previous studies’ results actually also confirm another traditional research which was conducted by (Kiewra, Dubois, Christensen, Kim, & Lindberg, 1989) who proved that readers who are assigned to make structural note about the given text perform better in a synthesis test which measures their ability of pattern identification across several categories of information in the given passage compared to the other groups of reader with different tasks of note-taking assigned to them. They also elaborate further that this condition may be caused by the fact that the other tasks of note-taking are in more advanced instructions where the note to take is more than mentioning important information within the text but also put in a particular order as assigned. Nevertheless, the manifested condition which probably serves as a significant role in putting structural role as the most beneficial note-taking assignment does not undermine the main attitude of the study conducted by (Kiewra et al., 1989) contradictorily toward the partial outcome of the current study.

CONCLUSIONS

In the current section, the conclusion of the current study is inferred and presented with the strength and weakness of the study following afterward in the same section. Furthermore, the chapter is wrapped up with a subchapter containing the recommendations given by the current researcher in regards to the findings of the current research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.113*</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>16.22646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Reading Comprehension

### Table 4. The Result of Simple Linear Regression Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficient</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>53.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support RS</td>
<td>3.051</td>
<td>1.558</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Predictors: (Constant), Support RS
Conclusions and the Study’s Strength and Weakness

Regarding the findings and the result of their interpretation, the current researcher generally infers that the involved reading strategy in the current research does not have any relationship with reading comprehension. In fact, there is a bit influence by the reading strategy proven by the determined coefficient of determination. Unfortunately, the value of the coefficient is far too low so that it is enough to be considered as insignificant or not correlated.

Beside the positive relationship discovered in the findings of the study, readers of the current study need to be aware and careful that this study bears several limitedness which leads to its weakness or imperfection which may affect the findings. This limitedness is due to the time of data collection, ratio of research subjects from each school, restriction to pick classes of samples in a school, and accessible freshmen student enrollment in high school in Malang. First, time of data collection leads to coverage of allowed students to be picked as samples of this study. In all three picked randomly schools, only the 11th graders who were available since the 12th graders are undisputed to interfere as they are preparing for the national examination, while the 10th graders have not got lessons of types of text utilized in the study. So, all three schools were on the same line where only 11th graders who are available for the study. Secondly, the current researcher was limited to pick subjects from schools in the number the researcher expect. Most of the time, the researcher was asked to conduct the research in more classes than the designed one by the teachers in charge. Teacher of a school was excited with the current study to help him measure the comprehension of his students, while the other teacher wanted the researcher to replace her in her English classes (by conducting the research) as she was busy doing her administrative obligations as an English teacher for one whole week. Consequently, it was only a school which was strictly giving three classes for the study, while the other two gave one class more, even the ratio of involved students from each school are quite identical (93, 124, and 95). Third, the current researcher was not unimpeded to pick any classes to conduct the study. In fact, the schools who decide which classes were available for the researcher to conduct his study. One school proportionally picked three classes to represent two majors there, while the other two misused the opportunity to replace most and even the entire classroom activities in a meeting. Last, but not least, the current researcher was limited to the accessible data of student enrollment in public senior high schools in the municipal area of Malang. Consequently, the current researcher was not able to classify those public schools based on the recapitulation of the latest freshmen student enrollment.

Despite the weaknesses, the current study spares a strength which is in the form of uniqueness. The current researcher realizes that there have been many research projects conducted to discover or measure the contribution of reading strategy toward reading comprehension. This current study is unique because the involved reading strategy is not what commonly measured which are in an individual manner. This study puts reading strategy in groups which is far less familiar to the research of reading strategy in Indonesia. Based on the findings and the conclusions of the study, the current researcher raises several recommendations in regards to this current study. The recommendations are categorized into two classifications and addressed to two parties: future researchers and English teachers.

For the future researchers, the current researcher recommends to conduct study in line with the study but deeper by taking only one group of the rest reading strategy proposed by (Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2002) whether it is Global RS or Problem Solving RS because in each group there are separated technical reading strategies which may differ in results if applied to different samples or populations. This kind of research can also be conducted with junior high school students because the formal education in Indonesia introduces English mandatorily in junior high school level instead of at the earlier level such as primary school. Conducting it to junior high schools students are aimed to discover which one of these groups of reading strategy is the most contributive toward the early learner of English. Furthermore, the findings may help junior high school teachers to introduce reading strategies to their students in order to boost their student’s reading comprehension.

For English teachers, involving reading strategies in the process to pursue reading comprehension has been proven to be effective and helpful. Thus, the current researcher recommends introducing a reading strategy including practicing the way to use it during the process of teaching reading. By making students used to utilize the proper reading strategy, students’ reading comprehension is expected to be increased because the proses of grasping ideas of the text go more effectively. Since the global reading strategy is the most common reading strategy to use, teachers may begin the introduction of the reading strategy with strategies under the global reading strategy. Once the students have mastered the strategies well, the teachers may proceed to the other groups of reading strategy. Teachers can train their students with the groups in turns like illustrated in the last few sentences or concurrently by paying attention to students’ rate of mastery to make sure students recognize the strategies well including when to utilize them.
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